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1. The Textiles Committeeheld its fcurth meeting under the extended

Arrangement on22-27 October 1980, and carried out the Major Review called

for by Article

2 . The Committee had before it a numberof documents asset outin

COM.TEX/W/80.The three basicdocuments are: (i) the report of the TSB;

the progress report by the Wiorking Group on Adjustment Measures; and

(iii) the secretariat survey on demand, .productionand trade intextile.

3. thepoints made by delegationsonthe TSB's report in particular, of

the operation ofthe Arrangement in general, are summarised under Item A

below"Operation of the Arrangement dringtheextended period". A summary

of the discussion ofthetwo otherreports is tobe found under Item B

USAAdjustmentmeasures", and Item"Demand,production and trade".

Status of acceptances

At the outset of the meetingthe Chairman informed the Committeethat
forty-two parties tothe MFA(including the EEC as a singIe signatory)had

accepted theProtocol ofExtension.Of these, Argentinaand Bolivia accepted
it subject completion ofinternalprocedures. Four participants

it subjecttocompletionof internal procedures. Four formerparticipants

otcmetnc .,£xte:.s:n: Thr; s we.r.^,: .3r-L-.

tocol ofExtension-ar.::cir. :c .,t- _o : e . * 2:w.

rag*. _ . .Î
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A. Operation of the Arrangement duringthe extended period

5. The Chairman referred the Committee to the report of the Textiles

Surveillance Body on its active ties since the extension of the Arrargement
(COM.TEX/SB/610 and Corr.1). The TSB's report recorded al1 agreements and

measures notified under the extended Arrangement,with the TSB's comments

on them where appropriate. In addition, it also included the annual review

of restrictions under Articles 11:11 and 11:12 of the Arrangement, as well

as a numberof general comments on the operation of the Arrangement in this

period. The report also contained as complete an inventory as possible of

all the restrictions maintained or introduced by participating countries, under

the MFA or not, since the introduction of ther MFA in 1974 (COM.TEX/SB,/610/Addenda 1

to 4). He noted that the above-mentioned, addenda, read in conjunction with

the catalogue of variations submitted to the Committee at its meeting in

July I980 (COM.TEX/SB/576 and Corr.l) provide a completepicture of the

evolution of restrictions and of implementation of the MFA.

6.Therepresentative of Colombia made a statement on behalf of thedeveloping

countries which is reproduced in full as an Annexto this respect . The main

points inthis statement, which was supported bya large number of speakers

from exporting countrie wellasin statements made byindividual
developingcountries, , a -: Summarizedinparagraphs 7to 19 below.

7. It was stated that the documentsbeforethe commissionshowed two distinct

trends. First,therehad been a proliferationof restrictive measure evidenced

put under restrain. Secondly, therehad beensystematicand increasing
erosion of various elementsof the MFA which hadservedtoundermine its

objectives. The most important aspectserosionwasthe so-called i^ d

le departureselause,which porvided for departuresof apurelyart re turi

nyfrom particular elementsandin particular cases, butwhic.é t ;hich

used in practice to whituledown the provisionofbase levels, growthlvel, --r

flexibilityinbilateral agreement,leadingtothe settingasideofz:ri.-,D

~~~~-b.n-S
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3. It was further noted that the reasonable departures clause was

original, intended for use by one major participant for departures from

particular elements in particular cases. In this connexion, a representative

(Brazil) also referred to the evidence provided by the catalogue of variations

demonstrating that the use of "reasonable departures" had led to an overhelming

loss of discipline in the functioning of the MFA as from 1978, thus

legitimizing practices and situations which would never have been accepted

under the original Arrangement.

9. Some representatives (Sri Lanka, Hong Kong, India and Korea) pointed

out that only two types of departures had been identified by the TSB. These
were reductions in net access, and the use of an earlier reference period

for calculating the base levels than that provided for in Annex B. However,
in their view, in addition to those listed by the TSB in its report, departures

had also included such eleements as the absence of growth; nominal growth

for specific categories; swing rates cf less than 5 per cent; or the

absence of carryover and carry forward.The point was made(Philippines)
that extremelylow restraint levels nightto be tantamountto prohibition

10. Itwas widely recalled that under the provisions of paragraph 5.4 ofthe

TextilesCommittee's conclusions adoted on 1December 1977, countries:s
oking reasonable departureswere requiredto return to the framework of frr.,kcf

theshortest possible time.It was propos.as ?-rpceticipatinr''. 'na- g

should review theirbilateral agreements witha view toreturningv:wtew' re-r.-

s expressed aboutcumulative market disruptionconcept acncnst

~:r .; smallsuppliers, despite the relevantprovisions of Article 6.: e.

noted thatimports fromsuchcountries were restricted wh
W- werenotappliedtosimilarimports from other developed countri:es.
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12. Concern was also expressed by a number of developing countries over the use

of the "basket exit" or consultation mechanism laid down in certain agreements.
It was stated that the consultation mechanism had been applied to suspend imports
from the exporting countries concerned even before agreement was reached on new

restraint levels and that, on most occasions, a request for consultations was

made automatically as soon as the basket exit level was reached. The need was

also emphasized for a strict application of the reference period in accordance

with Annex B when introducing new restraints under the basket exit mechanism.

it was also vital for the maintenance of contractual obligations that

exportings countries should in future be permitted to continue their exports

during such bilateral consultation periods.

13 . it was widely recalled that the TSB had commented in its report that

the minimum viable productionclause should. not be used as a general waiver

from MFA commitments.Nevertheless,the MVP clause had beenused not only
ta restrict growth rates, but also to reduce base Ievelsand flexibility
provisions in a number of agreements.Tworepresentative (the Philippines
and Sri Lanka) drew attentionto the inadequatequotas provided for in

certain agreements. It was suggested (SriLanka)that any future MFAmight

containa provision for"minimumviable exports" for small suppliers and

i..TheDC:ltwas :aeb
a nur:ober of 1deveicr.in- caunries that the extended

Arrangement had operatedin such a way as to favour imports from developed

countries, and other Countries not :members of trade MFA,at the expense of

the trade of to MFAdeveloping countries without benefiting the domestic

industries of the importing countries. It was further stated that restraints

on textiles had led to priceincreases in importing countries and couldculd,
generalized situation of recession, only make the problems wor

cmame13.Incommentingon the assessment madebythe TSB in its reportatofa

. ~r'~ * . *'Io r' v: n: c:
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some parts of the comments made by the TSB in relation to base levels, growth

rates, swing, carryover and carry forward. Some representatives noted

that although departures had been characterized in the report as "mutually

agreed", the imbalance of bargaining power between developed and developing

countries had left exporting countries with little choice but to agree to

such departures.

16. References were made to the introduction by importing countries of such

concepts as conformity with the MFA in overall terms in spite of inconsistencies

in regard to swing, carryover/carry forward and base levels; compensation

in other areas for the denial of specific obligations; or the waiving of

rights set out in the MFA. These concepts were not considered to be in

conformity with the letter and spirit of the Arrangement.

17. The point was made that the TSB should be more vigilant, particularly
where there was a need to balance the interests of developed and developing
countries. Some representatives therefore suggested that the TSB should be

strengthened, and that its recommendations on specific problems should be

fully observed.

18. With regard to the fulfillment of the objectives of the MFA, it was

noted that not only Article 1:2, but also Article 1:3 and 1:4 of the

Arrangement should be taken into consideration. It was also stressed that

the basic international law in this area should remain the General Agreement,

including in particular Part IV, and not the MFA which was a temporary measure.

19. Two representatives (Hungary and Poland) drew the attention of the

Committee to the price clause included in bilateral agreements with the EEC,

which, as mentioned in the TSB report, was inconsistent with the letter

and spirit of the MFA. They also referred to certain other restrictive

elements in these agreements, concerning outward processing trade and over-

categorization. The restrictive effects of the regional breakdown of EEC

limits were also mentioned by a number of exporting countries.

20. The representative of Hungary noted that in the TSB's report reference

had been made to certain quantitative restraints based on Hungary's Protocol

of Accession to GATT. He said that these discriminatory restrictions were

incompatible with Article XIII of the General Agreement, and considered that

the Protocol of Accession of Hungary could in no way serve to justify the existence

and application of these restrictions. His delegation was of the view that if
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an importing country felt the necessity to maintain or introduce

quantitative restrictions on imports of textiles from Hungary, that country

should proceed within the framework and according to the provisions of the

MFA. The representative of Czechoslovakia expected that existing

quantitative restrictions applied against his country's exports of

textiles should be terminated under Article 2 of the MFA, and that in the

future there would be no recourse by their partners to measures outside

the Arrangement.

21. Speakers from developed countries recognized that, in considering

the overall objectives of the MFA, emphasis might bepalced on different

aspects bydifference participants.While the MFA wasnopanaceaea
rall the nhtroublesebottintith,.eowcrld'textile andcloting industrsties,

it had served reasonably well inm .aintnir.na baæ lance omcng the interests

oimporting ng and pxDorting countries, which could differ both onang the

portintig and portingex countries tmsevl-es, as well as between the

owg orcups. veloped countries recalled the objectiveves othe . MFA as

und inthe first sen stenco ;f Article 1p -aragraph 2.I rt was recois-:ed
at many participantswould placeprimary emphasis on theobjecritives

lating to tathe expanoian trade, the ruction r.of barriers to such trade

«nt ;hprogressiv--e libela-atioi;n of world ade in- textilp Droducts, while

jhrsrzo wuld strest ^he second element latingtothohe objectiveo cf

nsuring the orderly equitable developmenent" of trade withoutisrupting thhue
rkets ofthe importing countries or thereasonable growthof industri

i:in the developingparticipants. It wasunderlinedthat bothof thes cfthese

tntobjectives were present in thet t-i t MFA.

eperiod of the extended Arrangement. Thus, the committee had no ::c

rd of therapidlydeteriorating situationin themostr

*-.> ,-~'cnce .twas evidence thatthe world recession was hitting the textand clothi
D' 3 sectors inmany countriesincluding the EEC.Itwas questionablewh; :nicj.'` r

itable developmentoftradeand in providing community of accessforall f.: ..

i ., . U . v . .b
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23. The spokesman for the EEC considered that the report of the TSB

confirmed the moderation which had generally prevailed in the use made

of the reasonable departures provisions of the Protocol of Extension.

The EEC, which had asked for this provision in 1977, had requested

departures only in the particular situation of the textiles negotiations

which took place in the autumn of that year. Referring to the review

cf restrictions undertaken by the TSB in the Addenda to the report, he noted

that trade in textiles and the comparative advantage therein was also

distorted by different forms of government intervention which also required

attention if the objectives of the MFA were to be achieved. He noted that

a full tabulation of the application of tariffs in the textiles and clothing
sector and an assessment of the effects was not available in the TSB's report.

24. With respect to the basket exit mechanism the spokesman for the

Community stated that each case was subjected to the most careful examination,
after the basket exit level was reached, before a consultation was requested.

25. The representative of the United States said that the second MFA, like

MFA Ibeforeit, had served the internationalcommunity well and had provided

a framework flexible enough to enable his country to continue to be responsive
to the objectives of the MFA. He pointed out that the United States had not

used the reasonable departures clause in any agreement; however, in his

view there was no understanding that this should be limited only to one

participant. Furthermore, it was not correct to say that the base level,

growth and flexibility had been "whittled down" as far as the United States

was concerned. in relation to access, imports of apparel had been allowed
toincrease substantially over the period, while in textiles, the United States

hadprogressively reduced the number of quotas to a virtually non-existent
level. With respect to small, suppliers, there was a direct connexion between

the size of quotas involved in the United States' agreements and the growth.
and flexibility acorded. of prices for textiles and apparel
he ncted t'iat i:- the 'Jnited States, the increase in such prices had been

lower than either the producers' price i ndex- or the consumers' price inidex.-
:,,ver t'le period of the MFA.

. -The reDresentative of Jn.pan, in cutli-i'l;te problems cf the Japari-ee

textiles and clothing ir.dustry,, recalled tha, upi to now Janan had net

n t oiulced s.ny res> i2t:ve measures ::n ',?.::1,' z5 .1ind clothing items covered

hyîhn Arr<nc.m4. 15* ǹetQd thal in '12, aJ:-.:.;;:I3rbed around Cr ent
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of the total textiles and clothing exports of the de-veloping countries.

His Governnent felt that the Arrangement had continued to function effectively
as a framework for adjusting the interests of exporting countries with

those of the importing countries, in the spirit of co-operation, despite

all the difficulties and problems which might have occurred. The TSB

had played an important role in securing the effective functioning of the

Arrangement.

27. The representative of Canada noted that the international trading

environment was not now the same ai at the time of the renegotiation of the

first MFA, and that there were differences in interests not only between

importing and exporting countries, but also between individual countries

within each group. in this respect, various bilatera. agreements showed

that the participation by individual exporting countries in import markets

varied widely, as did the degree cf import penetration for individual

importing members.

28The representative of Austria remarkedthat the difficult economic

problems of the industries were to be seen not as resulting from the bad

functioning of the MFA, but in the context of the general development of

the world economy as a whole over the past years. Despite its shortcomings,
the MFA and the Protocol extending it had, in his view, served as a basis in

thesearch for solutions to these difficult problems . Commenting on the

"reasonable departures" clause, he said that although his country had not
invoked that clause he could not accept an interpretation that it should be

open only to one major participant.

29. Despite heavy pressure upon the Austrian textile and clothing industries

during the MFA period, Austria had continued to resort to the safeguard

provisions of the MFA sparingly, and only for precise products causing or

threatening to cause market disruption. So far Austria had concluded

restraint agreements only with five exporting countries. Two restraint

agreementshad been terminated and a number of products had been liberlaized.

Austria wouldalsoinfuture, as far as circumstanceswouldpermit, continue

a selective approachasregards countriesandproducts._.
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30.The representative of Finland also stated that his delegation had

never accepted the view that "reasonable departures" cculd be invoked by

only one participant. Neither could he agree that the concept of reasonable

departures could be extended beyond what had been called "reductions in

net access'. Generalizations such as "departures have been used by all"

were erroneous and regrettable. There were obviously a number of misunderstandings

asto what was acceptable under specific provisions of the originalMFA on

the one hard, and what, had to be justified under the provisions of the

Protocol of Extension, notably paragraph 5.3. In his view, the report of

theTSB for the Major Review gave a correct and balanced picture of the

The representative of Sweden referred to the situation of production in

his country, and stated that on the basis of figures presented to the Committee

Sweden would truly be considered a minimum variable production country.

Commenting on the "reasonable departures" clause he stated that Sweden had

concluded agreements containing such departures withonly three participants
in the MFA.

32. The Swedish representative, noting the dominant share of a few low-price

suppliers to the detriment of medium and small suppliers and new entrants,

suggested that in beginning a dialogue about the future of the Arrangement,
itmight be appropriate to consider the establishment of a global system,

based on MFA principles,whichcould be more favourable for small suppliers

as well as possible new low-price entrants. He suggested that established

suppliers were the countries which derived most advantage from the present

' 'e:1' o.,,cn _L_S :l, -;estOn Scne Zcn,,-s s-a-ed rn.a- the

;pul: ~ iotn cof re<;triet;,no: on, twx;t-l as a r te be us'e

.::.not cisun^zIr.res azthey thoug. *ras n.td Itast, he rurnose

oD ,.1' Dres ner` 'w o oarr 'Ut the rev:ec-cr .f t'`he fxbt: rgMlt_ b er

.rr-.,<fe);, and other countries could have their own proposals to make in

relation to the future of the Arrangement at the appropriate time.
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3. Adjustment- measures

34 . The Chaiman referred ;he CcrrÂid-ee to t.he progress report by the

Wor-kirn Group on Adjustment Measures cc:a.edn dccidnent C5iOM.TEX/18,

and the report put before the July meetirnI (CO.M.TE./1t ith Its addenda).

-ie sai.d that since July COM.TXj/16 had beeri updated, and that information

recei-red by 30 September had been s.ramnar: ed Ï., CQM.TEX/16/Rev.1 and Corr.1.

lie noted that 'the ',orking Group on Ad.just-nert+ Measures had recormiended in

Darar-raoh il cf CO4. r!/I18 that the work sho;ai continue with a view to making

a substartitve reportE, eariyir'19i1.

:., Renresentatives of a nLmuber cf developir.g countries said that Article 1:4

p22 of 2lhe balance contair.ed ir! .he S'sA. 7nney regretteu.e the absence

of effective adjustment measures in most developed countries and emphasized the

riecd for a cornoliete retort which would enable the Comm ttee to see whether

changing patterns hav-e led' to îninreased market access in developed countries.

in Some deletions considered t..t ex:st:n-documents indicated that

unemployment i.. developed countries 'nad resulted fromn technological changes

andriot from imports from developing cOuntrte».

. ATIe representative of Colombia said that unemployment in the textiles

sector in developing countries had res-alted 'rom contraction in their textiles

trade.

::T..e renresentative of Japaan poirited outhatu sudden disruptive increase

ri2.nmDorw3 could have unrfavourable effects ,rn adjustmnent efforts.

:'Y . RDreserntati-ves cf Austria and Firlarid, and the spok;esman frora the EEC,
-el2cme-d hlie addi -orÂal anr supptementa2r -;in1ss2ons, which helped te

Droeri:liea more tcomlete and baieccd matri ; hc shouin hlo'pte Worbin.

2,rDcup to analyse the evolut:n. cf structurai changes which: had taken place

lethe crityj of countries.

'h.:e>reprrteserlt.watli e cthe'ü.ited Stites, refe-rirnn c rus 2ucltryk;
O bt:.sci cto the Yrrii., Grml:, sa-id 'iat subsantial. Increase if

* 2w Q)*r;cr-t__.; Ef cLthi aw -h pc;re .---s:t k;'.mUei re>9Quc2 nunr <f tucts ;eYc « 6i

t..e'::_;ilf areu., :haI b-'err *:ris t,. : ..: ,r irx -f lU;e 1 in

Ç ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( :1 e-*ri^ ri siDs frs^ 2
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41. The representative of Canada said that there had been a considerable

adjustment in his country's textile industry, while there were difficulties

in the clothing sector due to the fact that this sector included many

small and family owned companies, which had been extremely vulnerable to

import competition. Canada imported half of its requirements of textiles

and clothing.

42. Following its discussion the Committee endorsed the recommendation

by the Working Grotup, set out in paragraph 11 of COM.TEX/18, that this

Group, along with the Sub-Group established by it, be empowered to continue

its efforts with the objective of presenting its report to the Textiles

Committee in early 1981.

C. Demand, production and trade

43. The Chairman drew the attention of the Committee to the documentation

prepared by the secretariat to assist participants in their task. It

consisted of a background paper (COM.TEX/W/75) on Demand, Production and

Trade in Textiles and Clothing, 1973-1979, supported by three statistical

appendices. One, COM.TEX/W/78, contained detailed trade statistics from

the UN trade data bank; the second, COM.TEX/W/77 and its addendum, consisted

of the production, employment, value-added and investment statistics from

theCommittee's statistical reporting scheme; and the third, COM.TEX/W/76,

consisted of a summary of the main elements in COM.TEX/W/77 and 78. He

also pointed out that it had not been possible to cover the first half of

1980 for this meeting, but that the additional information would be circulated

in the near future.

44. In discussing textile developments during the lifetime of the

Arrangement, in particular MFA II, representatives of developing countries

pointed to the fact that there had been a virtual freeze in the share of

developing members in international trade in textiles, and particularly

clothing, to the benefit of producers in developed countries and non-member

countries. During the MFA II, the share of developing member countries

in imports into most developed country markets had declined, and the rate

of growth of developed country imports from developing members was lower

than that for imports from developed members and other non-members. It was

a.so pointed out that developing countries were dependent on textiles

and clothing exports to a large degree to finance their economic development.
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45. Representatives of developed countries referred to the serious

difficulties experienced by their domestic industries, especially during
recent years. It was pointed out that, as stressed in the secretariat

report, there had been a rapid growth of trade among members of the MFA

between 1973 and 1979. Imports, especially clothing, from developing

countries had grown continuously throughout MFA I and II. During the

same period developed countries had experienced only modest gains in

consumption, coupled with stagnating production, so that the available

market increase over the period had mainly accrued, to imported supplies.
The resulting pressure exerted cn domestic industries had led to widespread
loss of jobs.

48. The spokesman for the EEC, while pointing to the value of the

secretariat analysis in COM.TEX/W/75, noted that there was one missing

element, namely the trend of total demand for textile products. He suggested

that statistics along the lines of the fibre consumption data formerly

provided by the FAO would be of assistance in this regard, and requested

that the secretariat consider the possibility of furnishing these data

in the future. This proposal was supported by the representative of the

United Sta.tes.

:47. The representative of Colombia, speaking on behalf of the developing

countries, stated that the report by the secretariat in document COM.TEX/W/75
had not providedd sufficient material to enable the Textilles Committee to

conduct a Major Review of the Arrangement and to assess the extent to which

the objectives of the Arrangement had been met. He proposed that:

The GATT secretariat be asked to produce a further report which
should contain an assessment of the extent to which the objectives
of the MFA have been met, in the light of a fulland thorough
analysis and evaluation of the present state of the textiles and
clozhing industry and market in the developed importing countries,
and of any changes in trade and production patterns, productivity
andemployment over the years 1974 to 1979, and the factors behind
such changes. This report should be ready for discussion at the
next meetingof this Committee.
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48. Suplementing this proposal, the representative of Pakistan stated

that in the light of Article 6:4 of the Arrangement any assessment of the

extent to which the objectives cf the Arrangement had been met should give

special consideration to the trade in cotton textiles and accordingly

proposed that:

In the "next report" developments in production and trade in
cotton textiles should be covered properly by presenting to this
Committee, not only statistical data on production and trade in
cotton textiles, restraints in this sector and consumption of cotton
fibres, but also its evaluation.

Representatives of a number of developed countries doubted whether

the secretariat was the appropriate body to assess whether the objectives of the

MFA had been met. The spokesman for the EEC stated that, should further

studies be undertaken, other aspects should also be examined and put forward

a proposal that:

Any such study should also address itself to the incidence of
non-quantitative restrictions, of particularly high tariffs and
trade circumvention, and the extent to which. such impediments interfere
with the attainment of the MFA objectives.

50. Representatives of developing countries questioned the relevance of

the EEC's proposal to the work of the Committee, and pointed out that

many of these aspects were dealt with in other GATT bodies.

51. Following its discussion, the Committee took note of the proposal
made by the representative of Colombia on behalf of the developing countries,
and supplemented by the proposal of the representative of Pakistan. It

also took note of the supplementary proposal put forward by the spokesman

for the EEC. These proposals remain on the agenda of the Committee.

52. The Committee also agreed that the secretariat should prepare for

the next Meeting a paper which would bring out more clearly the facts on

the basis of available statistics, and, to the extent possible, update

existing information with a view to assisting the Committee to make an

assessment of the extent to which the objectives of the Arrangement had

been achieved.

Concering theproposal on the compilation offibre consumption
statistics putforward by the EEC, theCommitteeagreed,followingconsultations S

d furtherdeliberations,thatwouldfeasibility-.
udycovering thetechnical and financialaspectnhniCastudy a:~l.~~

theCommittee.of eComt'.
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Date of next meeting

54. The Committee agreed to meet on 9-10 December. At this meeting the

Committee will consider the future of the Arrangement, as required by

Article 10:5, and establish the membership of the TSB for the year 1981.
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ANNEX

STATEMENT MADE BY THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF COLOMBIA ON BEHALF OF THE DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES

This session of the Textiles Committee is of obvious critical importance for
all of us, particularly the developing countries who must assess the extent to
which the MFA has succeed in meeting its objectives of Liberalizing world trade
in textiles in accordance with the dynamics of comparative advantage, and whether
or not the sacrifices which developing countries had undertaken on themselves in
1977 have been compensated by the progressive dismantling of restraints and
barriers against their export trade in this vital sector. At the very outset, I
would like to stress that developing countries as a group regard Liberalization
of trade in the textiles area, where they have proven advantages of production
and trade, as a major element of an open trading system.

Two distinct trends are apparent from the documents before us. First, it is
evident that there has been a proliferation of restrictive measures in many ways.
There is a larger number of countries invoking restraints, a Larger number of
exporters being covered by restraints, and a larger area of trade being put under
restraint.

The second major trend which is obvious is that there has been a systematic
and increasing erosion of various elements of the MFA which has had adverse
effects on the objectives of the Arrangement, the trade of developing countries,
incLuding the aim of increasing their share of the world trade in textiles, and
the orderly development of international trade in this area. The most important
aspect of this erosion is the so-called "reasonable departures clause" which
provides for departures of a purely temporary nature in particular elements and
in particular cases. It is to be seen from the TSB reports as well as from the
numerous bilateral agreements concluded under the MFA that several importing
countries have invoked this clause in respect of far too many exporters despite
the understanding that this provision would be used only by one major importing
participant. The provisions of base levels, growth rates and flexibility have
been whittled down in all the bilateral agreements and it seems clear that the
intention of a selective approach in resorting to departures had been nullified.
It couLd, in fact, be argued that the way it has operated, the reasonable
departures clause has led to a virtual repeal of the Arrangement and set aside
the three basic pillars of the Arrangement which are its regulating, safeguarding
and Liberalizing functions.
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We would like to stress once again that the importing countries are
committed to a return in the shortest possible time to the framework of the
Arrangement. It is therefore with serious concern that we note the trend in
some importing countries to deviate further from the framework instead of
returning to it.

The systematic erosion may also be seen in the use of extraneous concepts
such as cumulative market disruption and basket extractor mechanism. These
concepts have been unilaterally introduced by developed importing countries
and they have the effect of totally abrogating Article 6 of the MFA. Their
overall effect is to freeze for developing countries the international market
in textiles and clothing and to prevent the logicaL evolution of many
developing countries from manufacturers and exporters of unsophisticated
textiles to those of clothing. What is even more unacceptable is that
developed countries and non-MFA members are increasingLy obtaining these
markets from which new entrants from the developing countries are barred.

it has often been argued by the importing countries that the larger
exporters must face some sacrifices for the sake of this category of exporter.
However, there is no evidence from the documents that the small suppliers
have been given a better death, e.g. it may be seen that many of the smalL
suppliers have not been given a more liberal growth rate. In some cases, a
quota has been placed on their exports even when they had a negLigibLe
performance. The basket extractor mechanism has also been employed against
them. Even unilateral measures have, on occasion, been taken against some of
them. It couid, therefore, be argued that the real purpose in these measures
has not been to help small suppliers but rather to assist industries in the
importing countries through making available to the latter additional trade
and production opportunities resulting from the unused quotas.

Yet another aspect of the erosion of MFA provisions is related to the
need for maintaining minimum viable production in the case cf small
importing countries. This need was accepted in the Arrangement and as all of
us are aware, a special provision for lower growth rates was made for the
minimum viable production countries in the MFA and reaffirmed in the Protocot.
However, in the operation of this provision, it can be seen that not only
growth rates but aiso base Levels and flexibility have been restricted to
such an extent that the Textiles SurveilLance Body was constrained to remark
that the principle of minimum viable production should not be taken as a
generate licence to depart from all obligations of the Arrangement.
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The erosion of MFA provisions must also be seen in the context of the
obligations which the Arrangement envisages for the importing countries with
a view to ensuring that restraints on trade imposed by them are purely
temporary, that they return to the framework of the Arrangement in the
shortest possible time, and the balance of interests between exporters and
importers, as delicately worked out in the Arrangement itseLf, is not
jeopardized to the disadvantage of the deveLoping countries. As you are aware,
Mr. Chairman, the Textiles Committee has established a Working Group on
Adjustment Measures to go into this question in a detaiLed manner and produce
a definitive report for the consideration of the Committee. This working
group has heLd severaL sessions since the July meeting of the Committee.
Some progress has been made but it is generally felt that the working group
be empowered to continue its efforts with the objective of presenting its
report to the Committee in early 1981. We endorse this proposal and also
express our keen interest in pursuing work in this area. It is our
expectation that all relevant and detailed information, including the type
described in paragraph 19 of COM.TEX/16, wiLL be made available to the
working group to enable it to conclude its work.

The two main trends of proliferation of restrictive measures and erosion
of basic elements of the MFA must be critical to the Major Review. It can
be seen from the documents before us that the domestic industries of the
importing countries have not, by and large, benefited from the stringent and
extensive measures, largely because of the fact that the areas vacated by the
exporting countries have not been occupied by the domestic industries in the
importing countries but have, on the contrary, been taken over by other
developed countries who have expanded their share of trade in aLL the
European markets. This is because whereas developing countries have been
governed by the Arrangement, competition has proceeded among the industrial
countries under very different rules enabling them to make inroads into each
others' markets bot only in sophisticated products and processes but also in
low-skilled, Low-paying processes that are maintained in the industrial
countries by quotas against the developing countries.

The documentation before us brings out the fact that productivity
increases are to be seen in relation to changes in the Levet and composition
of investment which has been increasingly directed towards the raising of the
level of automation and thus reducing Labour costs. The Link between
increasing productivity and declining employment, aLready referred to in the
earlier report of the Working Group on Adjustment Measures has, therefore,
been reinforced.
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Another resultant effect of proliferation of restrictive measures has
been the increase in consumer prices which has made the battle against infla-
tion more difficult. I might onLy refer to the study made of the British
market by the British Consumers' Association which has found that the buying
prices, as a result of restrictions, have shown a general across the board
rise of 15 to 40 per cent, e.g. chiLdren's wear has gone up by 100 per cent,
jeans by 30 to 50 per cent, men's basic shirts by 50 per cent. When seen in
the context of the need to curb inflation, it is obvious that this aspect has
far-reaching poLitical and economic ramifications.

It might also be stated that an analysis of the tables in COM.TEX/W/78
shows that during the first two years of the extended phase of the MFA, the
developing participants in the trade of MFA products have shown a decLine in
their market shares of most major developed country markets. These tables
further show that developing participants had a lower rate of growth compared
to the developed members and other non-members in most markets. Indeed,
according to the EEC Commission's report on the operation of the extended MFA,
the imports in 1978 and 1979 have risen at the rate of 0.25 and 16 per cent
for the Community's bilateral partners as compared to 6 and 32 per cent for
developed countries respectively.

It seems more than cLear that the MFA has been converted into a
mechanism for containing the exports of developing countries in a sector where
they enjoy the benefits of comparative advantage. This is particularly
regrettable if it is kept in view that developing countries have been major
importers of raw materials, intermediate inputs and capital equipment from
the developed countries. In 1978, for exampLe, the developed market
economies exported to developing countries approximately US$1.8 billion of
textile fibres, USS1.4 billion of chemicaL dyes, and US$1.2 billion of
textile machinery and the effect of such trade fLows has been to reduce the
trade deficit of the developed market economies in this sector to a
substantial extent.

Article 10 paragraph 4 of the MFA charges this Committee with the duty
of conducting a major review of the Arrangement in the light of its
operations in the preceding years. It is our view that such a major review
cannot be undertaken without an assessment of the extent to which the
objectives of the Arrangement have been met. It is regrettable that the
report by the Secretariat in document COM.TEX/W/75 does not provide sufficient
material to enabLe the Textiles Committee to make such an assessment. We
recognise that, in producing this report, the Secretariat followed the
mandate given to it by this Committee at its meeting in July 1980. This
mandate is clearly inadequate. We therefore propose that the GATT secretariat
be asked to produce a further report which shouLd contain an assessment of
the extent to which the objectives of the MFA have been met, in the light of
a full and thorough analysis and evaluation of the present state of the
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textiLes and clothing industry and market in the developed importing
countries, and of any changes in trade and production patterns, productivity
and empLoyment over the years 1974 to 1979, and the factors behind such
changes. This report shouLd be ready for discussion at the next meeting of
this Committee which we understand will be convened in December 1980 pursuant
to paragraph 5 of Article 10 af the Arrangement.

We have also before us the report of the Textiles Surveillance Body as
contained in COM.TEX/SB/610. It brings to light some of the specific
erosions which have occurred in the implementation of the Arrangement and
which, in our view, constitute departures from the Arrangement. I will high-
Light some of these. It is regrettable that no conclusions seem to have been
reached as to the existence of market disruption or real risks of market
disruption nor indeed have we arrived at a set of objective criteria or
definitions to serve as guidelines for objective impLementation. There are
other extra legal concepts which have been pushed forward by importing
countries such as conformity with MFA in overall terms in spite of incon-
sistencies in regard to swing, carry-over/carry'forward and base Levels,
compensation in other areas for denial of specific obligations and waiver of
rights set out in the MFA. These, we consider, are not in conformity with
the letter and spirit of the Arrangement.

In assessing the agreements, we feel that the overriding criterion
shouLd be whether or not they are consistent with the Arrangement or with the
ProtocoL. The TSB report justifies aLl departures from the Letter and spirit
of the MFA by casting them as mutually and bilaterally agreed. Given the
disparity in bargaining power between the deveLoped importing countries and
the developing exporting countries and the absence of any countervailing
factors in favour of the Latter, most such departures cannot but be mutually
agreed. This does not justify them. It is in this context that we view the
TSB report and the observations therein.

The developing countries reluctantly accepted in 1977 derogations from
the MFA because one of the major partners was supposed to be facing an
unprecedented crisis in production. There has actually been a recovery from
that crisis in 1976. Production has continued to improve in the second phase
of the MFA in almost all the developed countries. Production levels have
now reached or exceeded 1974 levels. This must be seen with the fact that
1973 and 1974 were themselves part of the boom period. Now that the so-
calLed crisis is over, the Textiles Committee should urge all participants to
review their bilateral agreements and return to normal trading practices
forthwith.


